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Bethany Kwan: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/wp-
content/uploads/2021/05/KwanReno_COPRHcon_Handout-Kwan-Reno-Social-Media-2021_0517.pdf  

James Graham: health behaviors?.. 

Sean Reed: content analysis 

Jenn Jones: messagging 

Vanessa Owen: messaging is far reaching 

Michael Knudtson: recruitment 

Laura Milko: I've used it successfully for recruitment 

Lisa: diversity 

Kate Ytell (she/her): There may already be lots of data available 

Chelsea Sobczak: Ability to reach variety of people 

Laura Milko: Recruitment biases 

Chelsea Sobczak: Potential for bias 

Jenn Jones: incomplete data 

Sean Reed: scraping data 

Lisa: retention 

Vanessa Owen: navigating fraudulent behaviors 

Kate Ytell (she/her): lack of visual cues/body language 

Kate Ytell (she/her): ethical concerns - what is public vs private? 

Cole Hooley: Could you repeat the name of the program you used to extract the Twitter data? 

Cole Hooley: Thanks! 

Jenn Jones: Intimate Partner Violence 

Jenn Jones: twitter, fabebook 

Vanessa Owen: FB, IG, Twitter 
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Laura Milko: How many responses did you get on your #BTSM tweets? 

Cole Hooley: Thank you!!! 

Laura Milko: Great response, thanks! 

Jenn Jones: Did Symplar supply the awesome charts? 

Jenn Jones: Thanks! 


